Object. This study was undertaken to assess the reliability of observations of postoperative photographs in assigning House-Brackmann scores as outcome measures for patients following resection of vestibular schwannomas.
O f all the complications associated with vestibular schwannoma resection, facial weakness has the greatest impact on outcome and patients' perception of outcome. 7 In 1985, the House-Brackmann scale was adopted as the universal scale for grading facial nerve function at the annual meeting of the American Academy of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery. 3 Several reliability studies of this scale have been carried out to date, using live patient interviews or dynamic recorded videos of patients for assessment. 1, 2, 9 The goal of the current study was to calculate the interrater reliability and internal consistency of the HouseBrackmann scale using static postoperative photographs of patients who had undergone vestibular schwannoma resection. The study hypothesis was that these static postoperative photographs could be reliably used to document clinical outcomes with respect to facial nerve function after vestibular schwannoma resection.
Methods
In the skull base clinic of the senior author (W.S.F.) at the University of Alabama at Birmingham, photographs of postoperative patient status are routinely taken in a prospective fashion and constitute part of the medical record. Each patient poses with different facial expressions that include face at rest, eyes closed, brow lift, and smile ( Fig. 1) .
After approval from the institutional review board, 40 photographs of patients who had undergone resection of a vestibular schwannoma were collected and assessed by the raters, who were neurosurgery residents and attending neurosurgeons with differing levels of clinical experience (Table 1) .
Two junior residents and 2 attending neurosurgeons were excluded from our analysis because they did not rate every picture. None of the observers was actively involved in the treatment of the patients being assessed, nor had they ever previously assessed facial nerve function using the House-Brackmann Scale. All observers were familiar with the neurological examination of the facial nerve, including use of the House-Brackmann scale.
A brief overview of the House-Brackmann scale was given prior to any photographs being scored, and a copy of the scale was distributed for use during the scoring process ( Table 2 ). Forty photographs were numbered and sequentially scored by each rater.
Statistical analysis was performed using SAS statistical software version 9.2.
The strength of the coefficient "r" was interpreted with the use of the following criteria: 0.00-0.25, little if any correlation; 0.26-0.49, low correlation; 0.5-0.69, moderate correlation; 0.70-0.89, high correlation; and 0.90-1.00, very high intersystem correlation. 6 The interpretation of kappa as described by Landis and 
Results
The interrater reliability was calculated using the Spearman correlation coefficient and Kendall coefficient of concordance. The Spearman coefficient measures the agreement between 2 raters. Moderate to high correlation was found, with Spearman coefficients ranging from 0.66 to 0.90 (Table 3) .
The Kendall coefficient measures agreement between multiple raters. Substantial agreement between all raters, w = 0.76, p < 0.001, was demonstrated.
Internal consistency, the extent to which all parts of the test measure the same variable, was calculated using the Cronbach alpha. Excellent consistency between the neurosurgery residents and attending neurosurgeons, a = 0.97, was shown (Table 4 ).
Discussion
Reliability is the extent to which a test or experiment yields the same results on repeated trials, and must be demonstrated for any measure used to assess patient outcomes following treatment. 4 The first reliability study of the House-Brackmann scale was not reported until 1989, 4 years after the adoption of this scale as a standard outcome measure by a primary subspecialty organization. In that study, Evans et al. 2 reported an overall agreement of 93% between 2 raters. This simple proportional agreement is the weakest form of reliability because it does not take into account the chance that 2 raters could have given the same score. The overall proportional agreement using static postoperative photographs in the present study was calculated to be 60% Table 5 .
There was 1 photograph for which 100% agreement among all observers was demonstrated. While the overall percentage agreement in our study is lower than that reported by Evans et al. for only 2 raters, it is similar to the overall agreement reported for multiple raters in more recently published reliability studies of this scale. In 2005 and 2009, Coulson et al. 1 and Reitzen et al. 8 reported an overall agreement of 44.1% and 59%, respectively. There- fore, the percentage agreement using static photographs is similar to that found when using live or dynamic patient videos.
Rickenmann et al. 9 reported Spearman coefficients averaging 0.75. This study found comparable Spearman values ranging from 0.66 to 0.90. The most recently published reliability study on the House-Brackmann scale was the 2005 study by Coulson et al., 1 in which the authors report a mean weighted kappa of 0.67. A weighted kappa was not originally calculated for this ordinal data set because the range of photographs did not fall into a normal distribution, and therefore a kappa statistic would be poorly powered. However, to compare the findings in this study using static photographs to those reported by Coulson et al. using recorded videos of patients, kappa was calculated between the junior residents, senior residents, and attending physicians (Table 6) .
Interestingly, there was higher agreement between the more junior residents, or those raters with the least amount of clinical experience. This finding is also found when examining the agreement shown using the Cronbach alpha statistic (Table 3 ). It could be expected that attending neurosurgeons with more clinical experience would have the best overall agreement. That this was not found in the present study could possibly be explained by the fact that the attending neurosurgeons may not have used the House-Brackmann scale in their everyday practice, and the junior residents are closer in training to the details of the neurological examination and the HouseBrackmann scale. Ultimately, the junior residents were better able to objectively score each photograph in this study.
Conclusions
The overall agreement found in this study using static postoperative photographs was similar to that reported in the literature using live or dynamic recordings of patients. Static postoperative photographs can reliably be used to determine facial nerve outcome after acoustic neuroma resection and can provide lasting evidence of patient outcome postoperatively. 
